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The New Seveso 3
Seveso 3 adopted in 2011 had to be applied since June 2015 s
EEB on EP vote: As a result of the vote on the Seveso Directive,
there is a serious risk of a weakening the major accidents
prevention mechanisms of Seveso III and lowering the ambition of
certain key requirements such as inspections”

After adoptation „The EEB is disappointed that policy makers, in
particular governments, have failed to improve the safety and
protection level of EU citizens. Rather they weakened the scope
of dangerous substances to be considered ...”

AIM of Seveso Directives
In theory focus is prevention but in reality it is
control of major accidents and limitation of their consequences.

20-30 major accidents per year (~stable since Seveso II)
Hazard-based: Quantity (tons)
of dangerous substances
present
Requirements proportionate to
the risk: 2 tier approach
Covers mainly chemical and
petrochemical industry,
storage, big industrial
production and energy
installations
www.greenpeace.hu

SCOPE - prevention
EP demands to consider SVHCs (REACH), nanomaterial, the
lowering of thresholds for specific substances (dioxins) have
been dismissed.
- CMRs are not covered properly
- The objective is
prevention – but
no requirements
for substituting
safer chemicals
and processes &.
eliminating
hazardous
chemicals
www.greenpeace.hu

Prevention
NGOs proposed to set specific demands on prevention of risks:
• Compliance with Best Available Techniques performance: to ensured
that the establishment operates according to the state of the art
techniques in relation to safety
• Perform independent safety studies regularly

- MS did not
accept a clear
obligation to
apply BAT in the
highest risk
installations

SCOPE: RED MUD
NGO’s amendments were put for vote to cover tailing ponds (with stuff like
the red mud) under Seveso
- it was not supported by Rapporteur ÁDER, failed at plenary
Proposal: Due to the Kolontar Disaster tailing ponds with large amount of
corrosive/irritative material (alkaline, acid etc.) should be classified as Seveso.
Proposed 20.000 tons for low tier Seveso and 200.000 tons for high tier.

Rejected: „(New) H
9 Substances or mixtures,
skin corrosion / irritation ,
Category 1 with hazard
statement EUH314”
Caustic red mud tailing
ponds still not covered!
www.greenpeace.hu

No financial liability
MSs refused a straightforward liability regime with mandatory insurance
policy to be required by the operators, fundamentally contradicting the
polluter pays principle.
• Even the operator are subject to the “duty of care” principle was
rejected
Some multinational companies
operate by using legal
constructions enabling them to
have separate legal personality
and limited liability acting as a
shield to hold them accountable
for the damage caused by “the
operator”,

www.greenpeace.hu

INSPECTIONS
Regular inspections are crucial to timely detect eventual
shortcomings in terms of safety, not only within the establishment
but also from other (external) hazard sources and to ensure
compliance by the operator.
Seveso III have
simply aligned the
on site inspection
frequency regime
to that of common
Industrial
installations.
- Frequency for
inspection of low
tier facilities has
been lowered from
1 to 3 years
www.greenpeace.hu

Tranparency, public participation
• transparency of information, public participation and access to
justice have been slightly improved compared to Seveso II.
- Public access to
safety information,
- Public
consultation in
decision-making
- Access to justice,
- Information to
neighbouring sites
(domino effects)

The Future?
No Seveso review
foreseen prior to end of
2019
COM can always propose
an amendment to extend
the scope
An opportunity to address the safety and prevention aspects of Kolontár
disasters through the ongoing Waste from Extractive Industries BREF.
The review is ongoing so COM needs to make sure the prevention
methods (BAT) is laid down within this BREF to make sure the pH levels,
etc. in the tailing ponds are well MS are obliged to implemanaged / does
not contain hazardous substances + ment the requirements.
- BREFS are not legally binding.
T
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